If you like Reading:

**James Patterson**

Why Not Try other
Hard Edge Suspense

David Baldacci
Lee Child
Harlen Coben
Michael Connelly
Clive Cussler
Jeffery Deaver
Vince Flynn
Lisa Gardner
Andrew Gross
Tami Hoag
Greg Illes
Iris Joahanson
Alex Kava
Jonathan Kellerman
Ridley Pearson
Anders Roslund and Börge Hellström
John Sandford
If You Enjoy the character Alex Cross try these novels with similar characters:

- **Sworn to Silence** (Kate Burkholder) by Linda Castillo
- **Postmortem** (Kay Scarpetta) by Patricia Cornwell
- **The Cove** (FBI Thriller) by Catherine Coulter
- **The Bone Collector** (Lincoln Rhyme) by Jeffrey Deaver
- **Blue Monday** (Frieda Klein) by Nicci French
- **Red Dragon** (Hannibal Lecter) by Thomas Harris
- **Self-Defense** (Alex Delaware) by Jonathan Kellerman
- **Deja Dead** (Temperance Brennan) by Kathy Reichs
- **Harm’s Way** (Alan Gregory) by Stephen White
- **Dirt** (Stone Barrington) by Stuart Woods
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